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       www.EastwindWitches.com 

Clues for this crossword are all connected to the Get Cozy For Fall Giveaway.  
Check out each author’s BookBub.com page to solve the clues and complete the puzzle.  
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P A R A N O R M A L  C O Z I E S  C R O S S W O R D   C L U E S 
  

Across  

2 Life in the little town in the shadow of Mount Rainier may appear picturesque, but 

            things are often not as they seem. 

5 Why be normal when you can be paranormal? 

7 Ella just found out she’s a witch who can read the emotional hologram of a magical 

            death (and isn’t that a mouthful). 

9 Lives with her husband and dogs on a cattle ranch high in the Rocky Mountains. 

10 What do you really, really want -- more than anything else in the world? 

11 Can Imogen unlock her own magic and stop the killer from coming back for 

             seconds or will she jump straight from the frying pan and into the fire? 

12 Spends her time crafting mysterious, magical, romance-filled stories that’ll  

             hopefully make you laugh. 

13 Her silky dog, Sweet Pea, is her sidekick, and her grandmother’s spirit still pops  

             into her life with advice or simple expressions of love --- sometimes at the most  

             ill-timed moments. 

14 Lives in the Pacific Northwest with her two cats, Hilda and Zelda. 

15 To stay out of jail, this psychic medium must uncover a werewolf’s killer. Does she 

             stand a ghost of a chance? 

16 Writes fun cozy mystery novels that star witchy characters. 

18 A mysterious murder. An enchanted hometown. Catching the killer will take a  

            crack reporter… and a pinch of magic.  

  

Down 

 1 Author, Emmy winning television journalist and award-winning newspaper  

            columnist. 

2 Will Zoe’s powers lead her to the murderer and the scoop of a lifetime? Or will they  

             send her to an early grave? 

3 Reared in a family of readers in small town Elmira, New York. 

4 Cozy mystery reader and writer, lover of coffee and cacti. 

6 Loves gardening, football games, and DIY projects. Oh, and Pinterest. 

8 Her tombstone will likely read 'Always Creating'. 

17 Writes paranormal cozy mysteries with a dash of romance and a whole heap of 

             humor. 

19 Shortly after Mercy Habernackle arrives at the Paranormal Institute for Witches, a  

            murder and a kidnapping prompt her to put her magical powers to work solving  

            the case.   


